THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a finite function 4>(x) be approximately continuous in
is that there exist a system of perfect sets OP):
<, #', r = 1,2,3,...,»;»= 1,2,3,.-• , such that (i) E, r = lim n= 3;, £^ = lim n _^, % r c %^ c E Vr , ^c^+ 1
CE yr 'y (ii) if y r <y 8 and M is the greater of the integers r, s, every point of the set % r (% s ) is a density point of the set % s (% r ) for all n^M.
A point x of a set E will be called a density point in E if h=0 \_2h J PROOF. Let x Q be an arbitrary point in [0, l] , and let /(xo) =3>o. * Fundamenta Mathematical vol. 28 (1937) , pp. 294-302. t A. Denjoy, Sur les fonctions dérivées sommables, Bulletin de la Société Mathé-matique de France, vol. 43 (1915), pp. 161-247, especially p. 165. We suppose that y 0 is not the least upper bound (greatest lower bound) of ƒ in [O, l] is approximately continuous, we can find for every point x n a perfect set ^(x n ) such that
In this case ^3(x n ) will be called the perfect and dense road at the point x n . It is clear that E is the sum of perfect sets and of sets ^(xn), (# = 1,2,3,4, • • • ). Since ^(x n ) is perfect, E is the enumerable sum of perfect sets, and we may also write E = lim P w ,
11=00
where P n is a perfect set such that P n c E.
We have also It is easily seen that Let (a, 6) be any contiguous interval of the set $J r ($£')• We shall construct a perfect set <2 a *> (P a &) such that (i) QabcE Vry RabCEv; (ii) every point of the set tyy r @P£») is the density point of the set cC = C + E Oa/o» = #' + E *«*).* a& \ ab / Now we can adjoin the set Q* r (OJ') to the set ÇJ t ($*). Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that every point of the set Kr (K 8 ) is a density point of the set $£, ($*) for all n = M. We now turn to the functional equation PROOF. TO prove that the condition is necessary, we shall assume that there exists a finite function 0(x) of class 1 having the property of Darboux and satisfying the equation ((& Vr ) be the set of all points [x, <j>(x) ], where x belongs to the set E Vr (E yr Set C/ 2 = Ui + ty^. We now effect the uniformization of the set @ tf2 over the set and set Z7 3 = Ü2 + tyl 2 . We next effect the uniformization of the set @ yi over the set R, = < -C/ 3 -C and so on.
We carry out this process until the function cj>{x) is completely determined. 
